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ABSTRACT
In text-to-avatar translation systems, facial expressions and
mouth patterns are a vital part of a natural sign language
avatar animation. However, gloss-based corpora often lack
detail with respect to such non-manual features. To create
a translation system which can produce facial expressions
and mouthings, a more fine-grained annotation is necessary.
In this work, we apply a clustering algorithm to automati-
cally distinguish between different facial patterns using an
active appearance model. The resulting translation system
is then able to produce such expressions based on the writ-
ten language text. In our experiments, the system produced
suitable expressions with an accuracy of 78.4%.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.7 [Natural Language Processing]: Language genera-
tion
General Terms
Algorithms, Experimentation
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1. INTRODUCTION
Sign languages are multi-modal in the sense that they ex-
press meaning simultaneously via different communication
channels. Besides the manual information such as hand
shape, orientation and movements, non-manual aspects such
as body posture and facial expressions play a vital role in
expressing meaning. These aspects are also important in
the field of text-to-avatar translation. User studies such as
[7] and [9] have shown that facial expressions are necessary
both for intelligibility and perceived fluency of sign language
avatars.
One non-manual aspect of sign languages is mouthing. In
some countries which have a strong oralist tradition, sign
languages frequently use mouthings, that is, mouth pat-
terns derived from the spoken language. In these languages,
mouthings are also used to derive new signs by using the
manual components of a similar sign and changing only the
mouthing.
One open question in the sign language research community
is how to capture this multi-modal nature of sign languages
in a comprehensive annotation system. Existing sign lan-
guage corpora vary greatly in the notation used and in the
way multi-modality is treated. Often, the annotation sys-
tem chosen for the corpus is highly influenced by the task
which the scientists want to tackle.
A simple annotation method is gloss annotation, where a
sign is annotated by one or several words which roughly
correspond to its meaning, usually written in the stem form
in upper case. Since the same sign can have several mean-
ings in different contexts, it can be transcribed differently
depending on its context. In contrast to this, the term ID-
gloss [8] is used if one sign is always annotated with the same
gloss, independent of its meaning in a particular context. In
our corpus and experiments, we use ID-glosses.
Gloss annotation has several advantages, but also drawbacks
when compared to more fine-grained notation systems such
as the Hamburg Notation System [14]. One advantage is
that signing variants which slightly differ in a component
are transcribed differently on the “phonetic” level but can
be denoted as a variant in the gloss system, e.g. by adding a
variant suffix to a common stem (“lemma”). Moreover, an-
notation work using glosses can be done faster and requires
less training for the annotators, and thus larger corpora can
be annotated with the same amount of resources available.
However, gloss annotation also has disadvantages and lim-
its. Since glosses encode a whole sign by a single token, the
multi-modal nature of sign languages which use not only the
hands but also facial expression, eye-gaze, torso or shoulder
movements and head movements such as head shakes is not
adequately captured. For a critical discussion of gloss no-
tation see [13]. Gloss notation can only approximate multi-
modal features by introducing gloss variants. For example,
a prefix NEG- can be added to a gloss to indicate that a
sign is negated by a head shake. Similarly, mouthings can
be added to a gloss as an additional information, leading to
an enriched gloss system. This leads to the question of gran-
ularity. How fine-grained does the gloss system have to be
to be used in an automatic machine translation framework?
In this work, we present a solution providing mouthings
and facial expressions for text-to-avatar translation systems
that are trained based on simple gloss corpora lacking any
non-manual annotation. Active appearance models allow
for extracting specific facial features from the video corpus.
A clustering approach then helps to automatically identify
the underlying variations and finally spots representative ex-
pressions to be used in the avatar animation.
This paper is structured as follows: related work is discussed
in Section 2. We describe the basic approach of this work
in Section 3. Section 4 gives an overview of the RWTH-
Phoenix-Weather corpus which we use for our experiments.
In Section 5, we review the technique of active appearance
models for the extraction of facial features and mouthings.
Section 6 presents our experiments to cluster glosses and
choose a suitable mouthing according to its translation in
the spoken language. A conclusion and outlook on future
work is given in Section 7.
2. RELATEDWORK
In sign language and avatar animation research fields, de-
formable model methods such as active appearance models
and constrained local models are particularly suited for de-
tecting facial expressions and mouth patterns and have nat-
urally found many applications. These model-based marker-
free techniques are powerful tools to extract meaningful fa-
cial features in video corpora.
Many publications use active shape models or active ap-
pearance models for tracking facial point features and then
inferring facial cues from them in the context of video-based
automatic sign language analysis. [2] and [15] focus on recog-
nizing a predefined set of facial expressions and use training
corpora with annotated facial expressions. [12] and [19] pro-
vide facial features for the use in a sign language recognition
framework, i.e. they integrate low-level facial features into
their system to improve the recognition of the glosses.
More closely related to our work, active appearance models
can also be used to synthesize facial expressions in a picture
or video. In [1], a discrete set of emotional expressions is
synthesized and projected into a picture. A dynamic trans-
fer of facial expressions onto an avatar is presented in [17],
which describes a real-time puppetry system based on a con-
strained local model and which focuses on the realism of the
transferred expressions.
In our work, we extract facial features and mouthings from
a gloss-annotated corpus to provide a more natural avatar
animation. In contrast to previous work, no annotation of
facial features is necessary. Our paper focuses on the selec-
tion of appropriate video samples for the animation of facial
ALPS (mouthing “Alpen”) MOUNTAIN (mouthing “Berg”)
Figure 1: Two signs with the same manual compo-
nent, differing only in the mouthing. At the time
of the snapshots, the underlined letters are pro-
nounced.
expressions based on the gloss label and its translation in
the spoken language text.
3. ENHANCINGGLOSS-BASEDCORPORA
BY CLUSTERING
In the following, we will describe the clustering approach
developed in this paper.
The annotation of a sign language video corpus highly de-
pends on the task at hand. For example, if a linguist wants
to study certain linguistic patterns, the annotation should be
detailed with respect to these patterns. In the same way, an
annotation suitable for an automatic sign language recog-
nition system should be tailored according to the features
which the system can actually recognize. Since the RWTH-
Phoenix-Weather corpus, which will be described in the next
section, was originally developed for the recognition of hand-
based features, both the time boundaries of the ID-glosses
and their label were mainly based on the signing hands. This
means that signs which are identical in the hand components
but differ in their mouthing received the same label. For ex-
ample, the sign of a specific mountain is formed by mouthing
its name and performing the general sign for mountain with
the hands (see Figure 1). In the corpus, this sign is glossed
as “MOUNTAIN”. Using the corpus in a text-to-avatar sce-
nario implies that the system can only reliably produce hand
patterns but not other features such as facial expressions or
mouthings.
In order to create a translation system which distinguishes
between signing variants featuring different mouthings and
facial expressions, the gloss annotation has to be more fine
grained. Since a manual revision of all glosses is very time-
consuming and thus expensive, we opt for an automatic clus-
tering technique which distinguishes glosses with different
facial patterns based on their translation in the spoken lan-
guage.
The baseline approach to a gloss-based text-to-avatar system
is to translate the spoken language text into a sequence of
glosses and then to create an avatar animation based on the
glosses. The issue is that a gloss is always animated in the
same way, because the context information is lost, and gloss
variants are not considered.
In our approach, when translating the spoken language text
into glosses, the translation system output also contains the
original spoken word which corresponds to the gloss, thus
consisting of (gloss,translation) pairs. E.g., if the system
translates the spoken word “Alps” into the gloss MOUN-
TAIN, it produces the pair (MOUNTAIN,Alps). The clus-
tering algorithm then determines a suitable sample video to
animate each specific gloss variant.
Here is an outline of the procedure:
Input: a gloss-annotated video training corpus with corre-
sponding sentences in a spoken language
1. Each gloss is aligned to a corresponding word in the
spoken language using the open-source toolkit GIZA++[11].
With this alignment, each gloss is provided with its
translation in the spoken language as additional con-
text information, leading to (gloss,translation) pairs.
This information is then used to guide the clustering
process.
2. For each (gloss,translation) pair, all videos labelled
with this pair are clustered:
(a) Facial features of all videos are extracted using
active appearance models.
(b) The similarity of the facial features and mouthing
between pairs of glosses is calculated based on
a hidden Markov model, resulting in a distance
matrix.
(c) The videos are clustered according to the distance
of the facial features.
(d) The central element of the biggest cluster is se-
lected to obtain an appropriate facial expression
and mouthing variant when translating a spoken
language word into a gloss.
Output: for each (gloss,translation) pair, a representative
video is provided from which facial features can be extracted
for avatar animation.
The clusters obtained by the algorithm are variants of a
sign exhibiting different facial patterns. For signs with no
or only one mouthing, the output contains only one cluster.
If a cluster obtained by this procedure consists of only one
or a few glosses, it can be considered an outlier or a seldom
variant. Thus, on the one hand the algorithm distinguishes
different facial features and mouthings, and on the other
hand it helps avoiding less standardized variants not suitable
for animation.
For clustering, we apply a medoid-shift clustering algorithm [3].
The algorithm clusters the elements around medoids, i.e.
representative samples for each cluster, which can later be
used to extract facial features for avatar animation.
When translating a new text from the spoken language and
animating the (gloss,translation) pairs using an avatar, the
algorithm has to select one video from the training data to
model the facial features. The heuristic of the algorithm
is to select the biggest cluster, because it was the variant
which was seen most often in the context of the original
spoken word. Within the cluster, the medoid is selected as
Table 1: Statistics of the RWTH-Phoenix-Weather
corpus for DGS and announcements in spoken Ger-
man
DGS German
# signers 7
# editions 190
duration[h] 3.25
# frames 293,077
# sentences 2,711
# running glosses 17,744 33,190
vocabulary size 463 1,494
# singletons 537 536
the representative video. The avatar is then animated using
the facial features of this video.
In the next section, we will describe the RWTH-Phoenix-
Weather corpus on which we will perform the clustering ex-
periments.
4. THE RWTH-PHOENIX-WEATHER
CORPUS
The RWTH-Phoenix-Weather corpus is a video-based, large
vocabulary corpus of German Sign Language recorded and
annotated for the use in statistical pattern recognition and
statistical machine translation. The public TV broadcast-
ing station Phoenix regularly broadcasts the major public
news programs with an additional interpretation into Ger-
man Sign Language using an overlay window which shows
the interpreter.
The RWTH-Phoenix-Weather corpus contains the weather
forecast portions of these news programs, which were man-
ually annotated by a deaf expert and revised by a hard-of-
hearing expert. The weather forecasts were chosen because
weather forecasting forms a rather compact domain with a
limited vocabulary. A complex domain such as news pro-
grams would require a much larger corpus to reliably esti-
mate statistical models, but annotating such a corpus was in-
feasible due to time and budget constraints. The annotation
of the RWTH-Phoenix-Weather corpus consists of glosses,
and time boundaries have been marked on the sentence as
well as the gloss level. The spoken German weather fore-
cast has been transcribed semi-automatically using a state-
of-the-art automatic speech recognition system. To train
active appearance models on this corpus, facial landmarks
have been manually labelled on a small set of images.
In the following, we will briefly describe the corpus setup and
statistics. For a more thorough description see [5]. Baseline
translation results both from German to German Sign Lan-
guage and in the opposite direction can be found in [18].
Note that for this work, we only use sentences for which indi-
vidual gloss boundaries have been annotated, so the statis-
tics differ from the above reference. The time boundaries
are necessary to extract facial features. The corpus statis-
tics for the RWTH-Phoenix-Weather corpus can be found
in Table 1. The database features a total of seven inter-
preters, consists of 2711 sentences and a total of 17,744 run-
ning glosses.
Figure 2: Visualization of facial annotations
To train active appearance models on this corpus, 38 facial
landmarks for all seven interpreters have been labelled in
a total of 369 images (that is, about 50 images per inter-
preter). Care was taken in selecting a set of images which
contain many different expressions, including extreme ones,
such that the trained models can approximately represent a
large span of expressions for each interpreter. Two examples
of the facial annotations are shown in Figure 2.
To evaluate the clustering algorithms developed in this study,
we additionally labelled the mouthing for a subset of glosses.
Starting with the most frequent glosses, we selected a subset
of 23 glosses (2.5% of the vocabulary) for which more than
one mouthing exists in the corpus. For these glosses, we se-
lect the pairs of glosses and their aligned spoken language
word which were seen more than five times. This led to 64
(gloss,translation) pairs. For each pair, we labelled up to 25
instances in the corpus, though for many pairs the number
of instances in the corpus was smaller. In total, we labelled
640 running glosses. These labels are not used in training
but solely for the purpose of evaluating the quality of the
resulting clusters.
5. ACTIVE APPEARANCE MODELS
The facial features which are used in the clustering approach
described in Section 3 consist of the continuous measure-
ments of some quantities related to mouthing and other fa-
cial cues for sign language. As shown in Table 2, these mea-
surements are based on lower-level facial features which are
defined as a set of consistent, salient point locations on the
interpreter’s face. As illustrated in Figure 2, these fiducial
points – also called landmarks – correspond to key locations
on the cheeks and chin outlines, the nose ridge and nose
base, the eyelids and eye corners, the eyebrow outlines and
the lip and mouth corners. We wish to track those point
features accurately in the sign language videos in order to
extract the higher-level facial features which will in turn be
used in the context of the proposed clustering approach for
enhancing the gloss-based RWTH-Phoenix-Weather corpus.
Since the structure of the human face as described by a set
of such point features exhibits a lot of variability due to
changes in pose and expression, we chose to base our track-
ing strategy on the deformable model registration method
known as active appearance models.
Active appearance models (AAMs), first proposed in [4] and
notably reformulated in [10], are a popular instance of the
family of deformable model methods for image interpreta-
tion. Such model-based methods attempt to recover an ob-
Table 2: High-level facial features used in the pro-
posed clustering approach and the related lower-
level point features (Figure 2)
Semantic description Related point features #
mouth vertical openness {18, 21, 24, 25, 26, 27}
mouth horizontal openness {18, 21}
lower lip to chin distance {26, 27, 32, 33}
upper lip to nose distance {15, 16, 17, 18, 21, 24, 25}
left eyebrow state {0, 1, 2, 6, 8}
right eyebrow state {3, 4, 5, 10, 12}
gap between eyebrows {2, 3}
ject’s structure as it appears in an image by registering a
deformable shape model of the object to the image data.
Mathematically, the shape s of an object is defined as the
vector of stacked coordinates of its v landmark points:
s = (x1, y1, x2, y2, . . . , xv, yv)
ᵀ
assuming here that each landmark is a 2-dimensional point
representing a semantically meaningful part of the object,
such as an eye corner in the human face.
AAMs model shape deformation using a so-called point den-
sity model (PDM), which is a parametric linear subspace
model learned statistically by principal component analysis
(PCA) on a set of training shape examples. These examples
are given as expert annotations of images of the object of
interest, such as shown in Figure 2 for the human face. In
such a representation, any shape s of the deformable object
can be expressed by the generative model as a base shape
s0 plus a linear combination of n shape vectors si:
s = s0 +
n∑
i=1
pisi
Registering a PDM to the image data then reduces to find-
ing the optimal coefficient values pi of this linear combina-
tion, i.e. the optimal PDM’s parameters. AAMs propose
to model the coupling between the PDM and the image
data, i.e. the predictions on the PDM’s landmarks loca-
tions given a target image, via a holistic appearance model
of the pixel intensity values of the object’s image. This ap-
pearance model is again a parametric linear subspace model,
obtained by applying PCA to shape-normalized training ex-
ample images of the object of interest. This shape normal-
ization involves the warping of every example image to a
reference frame, which is typically done by piecewise affine
warping functions defined between each example shape and
the base shape s0 of the PDM. The generative appearance
model is then used to express any object’s appearance A(x)
as a base appearance A0(x) plus a linear combination of m
appearance images Ai(x):
A(x) = A0(x) +
m∑
i=1
λiAi(x) ∀x ∈ R(s0)
where R(s0) denotes the set of pixel locations within the
region defined by the base shape s0, i.e. the reference frame
for the object’s appearance.
Given these two generative models and following the so-
called “independent” AAMs formulation proposed in [10],
registration can be seen as an image matching problem be-
tween the synthetic model image and the shape-normalized
target image; the fitting goal can therefore be expressed
as finding the parameters p = (p1, p2, . . . , pn)
ᵀ and λ =
(λ1, λ2, . . . , λm)
ᵀ that minimize the following sum of squared
differences:∑
x∈R(s0)
[
A0(x) +
m∑
i=1
λiAi(x)− I(W(x; p))
]2
where I is the target image and W(x; p) is a (piecewise
affine) warping function which projects a pixel location x
from the reference frame to the target image frame, de-
pending on the PDM’s parameters p. The minimization
of this quantity is non-linear in the parameters p and must
be solved iteratively by linear approximation, typically using
the Gauss-Newton algorithm.
Variants met in the AAM-related literature mostly differ
in the way they parameterize this linear approximation to
derive the parameters update equation. In this work, we
chose to use the efficient version of the simultaneous inverse-
compositional AAM (SICAAM) proposed in [6]. This vari-
ant is more robust than others to large variations in shape
and appearance, which typically occur when dealing with fa-
cial expressions in the context of sign language. Moreover,
in order to cope with large off-plane head rotations, which
are also common in sign language and can lead a 2D AAM
to failure, we used the refinement proposed in [20]. In this
work, a 3D PDM is estimated using a non-rigid structure-
from-motion algorithm on the training shapes, and is then
involved in the optimization process which incorporates a
regularization term encouraging the 2D shape controlled by
the 2D PDM to be a valid projection of the 3D PDM. Sim-
ilar to the 2D PDM, the 3D PDM expresses any 3D shape
S as a 3D base shape S0 plus a linear combination of n¯ 3D
shape vectors Si:
S = S0 +
n¯∑
i=1
p¯iSi
Notice that the 3D PDM is also involved in the calculation
of the high-level facial features described below.
The procedure for the production of the high-level facial
features includes a training stage:
1. Extrude the set of 2D training shape examples to 3D
by means of the 3D PDM.
2. Remove global translations and rotations by aligning
every extruded shape to the base shape S0 of the 3D
PDM.
3. Project the aligned extruded shapes to 2D and, for
each, estimate local area-based measurements corre-
sponding to the point features subsets given in Table 2.
4. For each point features subset, store as the training
output the minimum and maximum values of the cor-
responding local area-based measurements.
Extracting high-level facial features from the tracked lower-
level point features is then done in the following way:
1. Extrude the registered shape and remove its global
translation and rotation by means of the 3D PDM
2. Project the aligned extruded shape to 2D and, for each
point features subset given in Table 2, estimate the
corresponding local area-based measurement.
3. Normalize each local area-based measurement between
0 and 1 according to the minimum and maximum val-
ues obtained during training for the corresponding point
features subset.
4. Each registered shape is then associated with a vec-
tor of D (in our work D = 7) continuous values in
the range [0, 1], corresponding to our high-level facial
features.
Seven SICAAMs specific to the seven interpreters of RWTH-
Phoenix-Weather have been trained for the end purpose of
extracting high-level facial features from the gloss-annotated
videos as shown in Figure 3. Training and tracking with
one single SICAAM for all seven interpreters would have
been a viable choice as well because of the enhanced robust-
ness of this AAM variant to variability in identity. How-
ever, we wanted to obtain the best possible accuracy in
the tracking of the low-level point features. On the other
hand, the calculation of our high-level features is rather sen-
sitive to identity changes and as such had to be designed in
an identity-dependent fashion. The extraction of reliable
identity-independent facial features similar to those used in
this work is part of the advanced computer vision research
topic known as“expression transfer”and is beyond the scope
of this paper, where our primary goal is to give a proof of
concept that gloss-based corpora can be enhanced by auto-
matic face analysis methods.
Regardless of whether or not the extraction of high-level fa-
cial features is identity-independent, driving animation of
an avatar’s face can be done using our method’s output.
The grid of fitted AAM shape points shown in the top-
left part of Figure 3 have known positions in 3-space, as
one can see illustrated in the top-right part of the figure
where the grid has been normalized in 3D to get a frontal
pose. These accurate point positions along with the high-
level features extracted from them (shown at the bottom of
the figure) convey all the necessary information for modeling
and transferring continuously facial expressions to an artic-
ulated avatar’s face, using mapping techniques such as the
ones proposed in [17] where a geometrical transfer matrix
(from the deformable shape model to the avatar’s control
nodes) is combined with a higher-level, semantical transfer
map.
6. EXPERIMENTS
As mentioned in Section 4, the RWTH-Phoenix-Weather
corpus was mainly annotated for the use in statistical sign
language recognition and translation. Since the sign lan-
guage recognition research at the time focused on hand-
based features, both the time boundaries of the glosses and
their identity were labelled with regard to the hand param-
eters. For example, if two signs only differ in the mouthing,
they share the same gloss label. In a text-to-avatar transla-
tion scenario, which would consist of a text-to-gloss transla-
tion and consecutive avatar animation based on the glosses,
Figure 3: High-level feature extraction
Top left: the grid of fitted AAM points
Top right: rotated and normalized AAM points
Bottom: high-level feature values over time
this lack of detail with regard to facial features and mouthing
implies that the resulting avatar animation could not pro-
duce these features, because the information is not contained
in the annotation. A gloss would be animated with the same
facial expression and mouthing irrespective of its context.
An optimal solution to this granularity problem would be
the manual refinement of the annotation, but this process
would be both time-consuming and expensive. Moreover, as
one focuses on more and more aspects of sign language, the
annotators would need to refine the annotation again and
again.
In this work, we want to automate the refining process by
providing the computer with facial features and performing
an automatic clustering of the glosses based on these fea-
tures. Moreover, for the task of text-to-avatar translation,
the facial expressions and mouthing which accompany the
signing are based on the source sentence of the spoken lan-
guage, and consequently we use the source text information
to select suitable facial features for the avatar animation.
Since the mouthings of a sign often mimic the words of the
spoken language, providing the spoken word as a context can
help to select a sign with a specific mouthing. We therefore
align the glosses to the spoken language text in order to
obtain the meaning of a gloss in a given context. We use the
open-source toolkit GIZA++ to align each gloss to at most
one word. This process leads to a set of (gloss,translation)
pairs. For each instance of such a pair, we also have the
corresponding video of the persons signing. To extract the
facial features and mouthing for such a pair, we need to
select a representative video from this set of videos. This
leads to two problems. First, one (gloss,translation) pair
might have several variants with respect to facial expression
and mouthing. The variants might be caused by regional
dialects or personal preferences. Second, some videos might
be of a poor quality and not suitable for extracting features,
e.g. if the mouth is occluded by the signing hands. To solve
both problems, we cluster the videos with respect to to their
AAM-based facial features.
Facial expressions and mouthings are seen as changing de-
scriptors in a time series of images. We use the publicly
available open source speech recognition system RASR [16]
to model these sequences. This approach allows us to auto-
matically calculate the degree of similarity between all gloss
instances present in the data and store it in a global distance
matrix.
We model each facial feature by a separate Hidden Markov
model (HMM), which constitutes a stochastic finite state
automaton. The number of states is chosen based on the
actual frame length of the original feature sequence. Co-
articulation effects are accounted for by a single state garbage
model which can optionally be inserted at the beginning
or end of a sequence. Single Gaussian densities, a glob-
ally pooled covariance matrix, global state transition penal-
ties and the EM-algorithm with Viterbi approximation and
maximum likelihood criterion are employed for training the
models in a nearest neighbor fashion. The free HMM param-
eters, such as the time distortion penalties, are optimized in
an unsupervised manner using the German translation as
weak labels.
A trained set of HMMs is then used to calculate the distance
between all pairs of gloss instances. By using an adaptive
medoid-shift algorithm, we find several modes based on the
distances. These modes are calculated for a given German
context. By selecting the biggest cluster, we avoid outliers
which are separated into smaller clusters. Moreover, we se-
lect the medoid of the biggest cluster to obtain a video which
is representative of the whole cluster. The facial features of
this video can then be used to drive the animation of an
avatar system.
As described in Section 4, we labelled a subset of the glosses
to evaluate the quality of the clustering algorithm. More-
over, we also want to evaluate the quality of the medoid by
checking whether the medoid, i.e. the representative video,
has the same mouthing as the glosses in the same cluster.
The external evaluation results of the clustering algorithm
can be seen in Figure 4. The plots show the distribution of
precision, recall and f-measure between the clusters provided
by the algorithm and the hand-labelled mouthings for each
(gloss,translation) pair. On the average, about two thirds of
the (gloss,translation) pairs are correctly classified.
Besides the quality of the clustering, we are mainly inter-
ested in whether the adaptive medoid-shift algorithm selects
a good representative video. For this, we also labelled the
medoids resulting from the above clustering. The accuracy
of the selected medoids is the fraction of the labelled data
which has the same label as the medoid of the cluster they
are in. The distribution of the accuracy is presented in Fig-
ure 5. On average, the algorithm has an accuracy of 78.4%,
which means that in about four of five cases, the algorithm
selects a good representative facial expression or mouthing.
Figure 6 shows two image sequences extracted from the cor-
pus. The upper sequence shows the sign “Allga¨u” (a hilly
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Figure 4: External evaluation of the clustering with
respect to the labelled data
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Figure 5: Accuracy of the selected medoid with re-
spect to the labelled data
region in southern Germany) in which the hands perform
the sign for mountain and the word “Allga¨u” is mouthed.
The lower image sequence in the same figure shows the
medoid of the cluster the upper sign was placed into. The
example shows that the algorithm is able to recognize sim-
ilar mouthings between different signers even if they sign
and mouth at different speeds. In the overall text-to-avatar
pipeline, the word “Allga¨u” would be translated into the
gloss MOUNTAIN, but the suitable mouthing“Allga¨u”would
be selected for avatar animation.
7. CONCLUSIONS / OUTLOOK
In this paper, we propose a method to automatically en-
hance a gloss-based corpus to provide facial expressions and
mouthings for the use in avatar animation. We applied the
method to the RWTH-Phoenix-Weather corpus and evalu-
ated the clustering results using a set of hand-labelled data.
The overall algorithm achieved a high accuracy of 78.4%.
Since the clustering is an unsupervised method, the only
additional data necessary to improve the corpus is a small
set of labelled images to train the active appearance mod-
els. Thus, the method is a viable way to improve an existing
corpus without the effort of additional manual annotations.
Both the features selected for this work and the evaluation
mainly focused on mouthing variants present in the corpus.
In the future, we want to extend this method to other fea-
tures and aspects of sign languages. To improve the fea-
tures for the recognition of mouthings, we want to extend
the set of high level features to recognize for example dif-
ferent tongue positions. One issue we also want to address
is the spreading of the mouthing which sometimes is not
synchronous to the manual component of the signing.
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